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Introduction:

The Triac Controls LV-1 Lock-up Valve is an
excellent choice for all fail-in-place applications
when air supply drops below acceptable
pressure.  The LV-1 can be utilized to maintain
valve or damper position when properly
connected to Triac Pneumatic Actuators.

Operation:

When Signal pressure acting on the upper diaphragm (1) overcomes the force of
the preset spring (3).  The signal pressure pushes the diaphragm upward and
shuts off the exhaust port (4) and permits the signal pressure to flow into the
lower diaphragm chamber (5).  The signal pressure presses the spring (7) and
opens the valve (8), this connects the inlet and outlet ports.  When the signal
pressure drops below the set point, the diaphragm (2) moves downward
releasing the signal
pressure from the lower
diaphragm (5).
Therefore the lock-up
valve block the inlet and
outlet ports
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Set Point Adjustment

1. The set point is when the lock-up valve
shifts from allowing supply pressure
through the ports to closing the ports.  The
set point is adjustable from 20 to 100 PSIG.
The lock-up valve will allow supply
pressure through the ports when the signal
pressure is at or above the set point.

2. The set point can be adjusted by loosening
the lock nut on the adjust bolt.  When the
adjust bolt is turned clockwise this will
increase the set point .  When the adjust
bolt is turned counter clockwise this will
decrease the set point.

3. Once the set point is set to desired
pressure, tighten the lock nut.

Specification

Dimensions (Inches)
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1 gulP D84063C 1

2 ydoB 21CDA 1

3 gniR 21CDA 1

4 mgarhpaiD .R.B.N 2

5 revoC 21CDA 1

6 tuNtekcarB D84063C 1

7 tloBtsujdA 403TSS 1
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